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Next, let F: V, + R be the linear functional 
F(v) = / fmiz+/t.vds, 
n(a) rt 
(2) 
where fare the body forces acting on a(a), while t are the surface tractions. F is the potential 
energy of the forces. The nomal compliance functional P : H’/2(I’(a)) x H’/“(I’(a)) + R is 
defined by 
P(e,rl) = J GR - s)+l”” vds, (3) 
l-(a) 
and represents the energy of surface penetration. Here, g is the distance between the surface I’(a), 
and the foundation. In the cases that we consider, since the foundation is a straight line (see 
Figure l), we have that g = a. Finally, the fticiion fvnctionalj : H’I”(I’(a)) x H1/2(l’(a)) + R 
is given by 
j(t, q) = J w(t - s)+r= 171 ds. (4 
r(a) 
The variational formulation of the frictional contact problem is (see [2,9]) 
find u(o) E V, such that Vv E V, 
(Pa) a(u, u> + P(W, W) +j(uN, UT) + F(u) (5) 
5 a(‘% “) + p(uN, UN) + j(uN,vT) + F(v). 
Here, UN, UT are the normal and tangential components of u on r(a), respectively. 
We assume that f E L2(Si?(a)), t E L2(I’,), aijkl E L"(R(&)) i,j,k,/ = 1,2 and 
Vt such that cij = oi, 
aijkr = ajikl = aklij. 
Then, by a result of [2], f or each a E U&, problem (Pa) has a solution. 
2. OPTIMAL SHAPE DESIGN 
We turn to the problem of the optimal shape design. Consider the family of shapes n(o) E 0, 
such that I’(o) can be represented as the graph of y = o(c), e 5 3: 5 b, see Figure 1. Therefore, 
g = a in (3) and (4). 
9 T -_____________. r--y, c, ______________; 
a b x 
Figure 1. The family n(a) is parametrized by cr. 
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The parametrization is such that (Y E Uod, where 
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(6) 
for K > 1,p 2 2 and Cc < 7. Then, 0 = {fl((~)}~e~,~ and 
s-i(a) = ((2, y) E fP: a < z < b+(z) < y < 71, o E U,,d. 
Also, let 
&{(z,y)ERz: a<z<b,O<y<y}, (7) 
so that n(o) C fi for all a E Uad. 
It is known that IV*P(a, b) is compactly imbedded in W’*‘(a,b) and in @([a, b]) for any, 
X < n - l/p (see e.g., [12, p. 1,481). 
The optimal shape design problem is 
find CV* E Uc,j such that 
(POSD) (8) 
J(cYf) = $$I, J(a). 
m 
Here, J = .7(a) is a cost functional, which measures the optimality of the shape. We consider 
one such cost functional below and prove the existence of a minimizer for (PosD). 
3. THE “ENERGY” COST FUNCTIONAL 
We consider the cost functional analogous to that in [lo] ( see also references there), namely 
J(o) = J(o,u(o)> = i c+(o), u(o)) + P(u~(o), UN(~)) 
(9) 
+ j(ulv(o), V(Q)) + F(u(o)). 
To show that problem (P 0~s) with this cost functional has a solution, we use an abstract theorem 
of [lo]. We need the following assumptions. 
WI Let G = {(n(a),u(a))) = {(@,$a)): Q E Uad) 
be compact in the following sense: if {cy,) C Ucd is an arbitrary sequence, then there exists a 
subsequence {(o,, , u (a,,)} and an element (&,u(&)) E G such that 
and 
ask+co. 
The sense of the convergence has to be made precise in each application. 
WI J is lower semicontinuous: if CY,, Q E Uad, a, + a and if v, E V,,, with v, + v, then 
lirni;f J(Qn,vn) 3 J(cx,v). (10) 
THEOREM 1. Assume that [Al] and [A23 hold. Then, problem (Post) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. Theorem 2.1 in [lo, p. 291. I 
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Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 2. Problem (&SD) with J given in (9) has a solution. 
PROOF. We have to check that our problem satisfies [Al] and [A2]. This is done in the lemmas 
below, then the result follows from Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 3. Condition [Al] holds with 
and 
onr + 6 weakly in kVP(a,b) (II) 
~(a,,) -+ u(6) weakly in H’(A). (12) 
PROOF. Equipped with the weak topology of PJ’(a, b), Uad is a closed bounded set and therefore 
compact in IV:;;. Hence, there exists a subsequence CX,,~ converging weakly in WnJ’(o, b) to 
6 E U,,,j. Next, we extend the u(onk) to fi. Since Korn’s constant does not depend on a,,, (see 
e.g., [10,13]) thus, 
]t”(o%)]]H1(a,,) 5 c* 
Then, we use the Calderon extension (see e.g., [lo]) and obtain ]]u(cY,,~)]]~~(~, 5 C. Therefore, 
(for a subsequence of {conk}) ( ) u ok + w E H’(h) weakly, for some w. It remains to be shown 
that w = u(6). We have to limit the various terms in (5), starting with P. 
J J 
b 




But VE H’(n), and the sequence {on} converges strongly in W”*‘(e,b) and in C([u, b]), and we 
also have 
and the right hand side converges to zero. We conclude that 
J CN(uN(ak) - ak)yNuNds + J CN(WN - (r)yNu~ ds. 
rc4 r(a) 
Similarly, 
CT(‘UN(ak) - ak)T= IVTl ds --+ J cT(wN - 6)r;Tlv~I ds. 
r(a) 
The same arguments show that 
P(uN(ak),uN(ak)) ---, P(wN, WN) 
and 
j(uN(ak),uT(ak)) ---* j(WN,wT)- 
That F(u(ak)) + F(u) is simple to show. It remains to limit the terms with a(*, -). TO this 
end, for each m E N (fixed), let 
Gm=G,,,(o)= (x,y)~R’:a<l<b,a(z)+~<y<r . 
> 
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The uniform convergence cyk + 6 implies that these exists no, such that G,,, c Q(Q) for all 
k 1 n,. Dividing fi(crk) into three parts Q(cx,) = Gm(6) U (Q(cxk)\Q(6)) U ((C?(&)\G,(&) n 
a(~,))) - G, U 11 U I2 leads to the following: 
+(ak>,” - ‘+k))+,) = +(ak),” - u(%))G,+ 
+(%),v - U(%))I, + a(U(%),V - +A& 5 +(ak),v - u(%))G,+ 
a(u(a), v - u(a))r, + a(u(a), V)Ia. 
Estimating each of the three terms separately, as k + 00, gives 
liFszPa(u(%),v - U(%))G, 5 a(W, V - W)G,, 
w 
and 
liFs+p la(u(cv),v)~,l = 0 
* (see [lo, p. 571). Moreover, 
liFs:P KU(%),% I 5 c IIVIIH~(I,) 
(see [lo, p. 581). Consequently, 
liyszp a(u(ak), v - U(Q)) I a(~, v - w) + G IIvIIHl~r,~. 
Combining the estimates above gives 
a(w, v - w>G, + p(?&V, vh’ - WN) +j(wN,uT) -j(wN,wT) 
1 f.(v-w)dxdy+ 
I J 
t(v - w)d+ - cllvIIH1(l& 
GWI rr 
Letting m --, 00, we find that w is a solution for Ps. Therefore, w = u(6) and the proof is 
complete. 
LEMMA 4. J given in (9) is lower semicontinuous. 
PROOF. The proof is very similar to the above. Again, we limit each term in Pa,, and use 
the strong convergence in W’l’(a, a) and in C([a, b]). Thus, [Al] and [A21 hold, and therefore, 
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